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Abstract. Ambient Intelligence emerged more than two decades ago,
with the exciting promise of technologically empowered environments
that would be everywhere, cater to all our needs, be constantly available,
know who we are and what we like, and allow us to make explicit requests
using natural means instead of the traditional mouse and keyboard. At a
time in which this technological unravelling was expected to have already
happened, we still use the mouse and the keyboard. In this paper we
make a brief analysis of why is this evolution taking more than initially
expected. We then move on to analyse several diﬀerent projects that are
innovative, in the sense that they encompass ﬁelds of application that
go beyond the initially envisioned, and show the diverse areas that AmI
systems may potentially come to change.
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1 Introduction
In 2001, [5] described four scenarios for Ambient Intelligence, that depicted
"what living with 'Ambient Intelligence' might be like for ordinary people in
2010". In the ﬁrst scenario, 'Maria'  Road Warrior, Maria is someone who is
travelling in Europe with a very lightweight hand baggage and no "traditional"
personal computing devices: all these have been replaced by the 'P-Com' on her
wrist. This device identiﬁes Maria and takes care of going through the airport
security, arranges for a rented car, carries her preferences so that the hotel room
can adapt to her, among other features. In Scenario 2, 'Dimitrios' and the Digi-
tal Me' (D-Me), the main character has a digital avatar embodied in his clothes
that is constantly building his proﬁle from the observation of his interactions.
D-Me is essentially a very advanced personal assistant, with the autonomy of
taking certain decisions in a way that resembles what Dimitrios would do in a
similar situation. This way, Dimitrios is free to worry about other issues, while
his digital version takes care of certain aspects for him. The third scenario details
the daily life of Carmen, in a city-area AmI. Carmen can ask her AmI system to
arrange for a ride for work in a shared car, asks her fridge to buy the missing in-
gredients for a recipe, enjoys an eﬃcient car travelling system that avoids traﬃc
jams and is notiﬁed when particular items she is interested in buying are on sale.
Essentially, this scenario depicts the advantages of AmI in traﬃc management,
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sustainability and commerce. Finally, scenario 4 details the hypothetical use of
AmI for Social Learning, with an emphasis on scheduling, people's information
sharing (e.g. expertise, cv, background) and an ongoing analysis of the mental
state of the participants.
Still today, all these scenarios remain in the ﬁeld of science-ﬁction. Interest-
ingly enough, the hardware requirements are met (e.g. we can develop a fridge
that does online shopping, we can develop an app that shares our background
and expertise with people around us). There are however, other questions that
hold this development back. Do we really want our fridge to decide on the quality
and price of the groceries we buy? Do we really want our personal information
to be available to strangers? Indeed, there are many challenges that still remain
and go beyond the technological ones. this paper brieﬂy addresses these chal-
lenges and then moves on to show that, despite the challenges, the diversity and
novelty of AmI applications does not decrease and, still, we expect a near future
in which a more seamless integration of technology in our lives takes place.
2 What is Holding it all Back?
It is now clear that the development of Ambient Intelligence didn't meet the ini-
tially expected pace. This can be attributed to a large (and perhaps increasing)
number of challenges. One of these challenges, often disregarded by computer
scientists (who form the backbone of AmI development) concerns privacy, iden-
tity and security issues. In [14] the authors make a thorough analysis of 70 AmI
projects, principally in Europe, concerning these issues. They conclude that in
general, current projects present a rather too sunny view of our technological
future, ignoring or postponing dealing with some pressing issues. The authors
also make an interesting reference to he SWAMI project (Safeguards in a World
of Ambient Intelligence) which, against this trend, has constructed what they
deemed "dark" scenarios [28], to show how things can go wrong in AmI and
where safeguards are needed. Once again, some of these safeguards had already
been put forward by [5], while others emerged more recently. As Rouvroy and
Brey separately put it, the challenge here is to preserve the individual freedom
to build one's own personality without excessive constrains and inﬂuences while
have control over the aspects of one's identity that one projects on the world
[20, 6].
Marzano, on a diﬀerent view, looks at the cultural implications of an unreg-
ulated or indiscriminate growth of AmI, making a parallel with the industrial
revolution [1]. As later was proved to be, more was not necessarily better at the
time: take for instance consequences such as the pollution. Right now, smarter
may also not be necessarily better. Indeed, we may simply not want a smart
juicer or a talking toaster. The decisions we make now will shape us as a society
in the future, as the decisions in the industrial revolution resulted in today's
society, for the better and the worse. We must also look at works such as [10],
that point out how even the same application of AmI, in the speciﬁc case of the
paper domestic assistive robots, may be perceived diﬀerently, and must thus be
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developed diﬀerently, in diﬀerent cultures, even when these diﬀerent cultures are
within the European context.
Then, and moving to what is most likely the ﬁeld of the reader, one must
also consider the immense technological challenges that are still ahead. One the
one hand, we have the challenges that are related to the physical constraints and
nature of the necessary hardware. In [12] the authors examine the intricate rela-
tionship between the growing need for more computational and communicational
power to support increasingly complex services and, at the same time, the need
for smaller, more lightweight and eﬃcient devices. It is easy to understand how
the objectives of these two ﬁelds conﬂict. Many other technological challenges
exist. [8] provide a fairly detailed analysis of these challenges, touching issues
such as: (1) the need for increase sensibility, closely related to the assessment of
needs and preferences (e.g. a system should be able to know when a new event is
important enough to interrupt a user at a given time); (2) the limits of battery
life; (3) the simultaneous modelling of several users in the same environment;
(4) methods to increase human socialization and interaction in order to avoid
the risk of encouraging people to stay home enjoying their AmI systems; (5) the
need for increased autonomy in middleware layers; among many others.
Another issue holding back a faster development of AmI that is not so fre-
quently mentioned is the scatter of research eﬀorts. Indeed there are currently
many diﬀerent institutions doing research on very similar topics. When these in-
stitutions want to conciliate eﬀorts they may ﬁnd it diﬃcult to do so since they
use diﬀerent technologies, standards or approaches. Facilitating this integration
and interoperability could result in a coming closer of diﬀerent teams, whom
could join eﬀorts and more eﬃciently work together for the same goal.
3 Ambient Intelligence: Diversity and Innovation
Despite the (non-exhaustive) list of challenges presented in the previous section,
which seems to only get bigger as research projects approach implementation
phases, new ﬁelds of application, with extensive lists of advantages, continue to
emerge. These prospective advantages are what keeps pushing research forward,
despite the numerous challenges. This section presents several ﬁelds in which
innovative applications of AmI are being developed.
Context-Acquisition
The gathering, storing, management and provision of contextual information
about the user for supporting decision-making are some of the key operations
in most AmI systems. Indeed, and depending on the domain and objectives of
the application, aspects such as the geographical location, the time of the day,
the level of noise or luminosity, the task the user is currently enrolled in or the
persons the user is with may be of preponderant importance for the correct provi-
sion of services. Particularly, a growing interest exists in the scientiﬁc community
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towards the development of approaches that can acquire and mange context in-
formation autonomously and with minimum explicit interaction with the user.
Examples of such approaches can be found in [18], in which the conﬂict handling
style of users of an Online Dispute Resolution tool is automatically classiﬁed,
or in [25], in which several examples of context-awareness in mobile tourism
guides are presented. More general-purpose approaches can also be found, such
as CoWSAMI, a middleware infrastructure that enables context awareness in
open ambient intelligence environments, consisting of mobile users and context
sources that become dynamically available as the users move from one location
to another [3].
Education
The technological evolution led to signiﬁcant changes in the Teacher-Student
relationship, which does not take part necessarily face-to-face any more and
may rely on communication tools that are always poor replacements for our
rich communication processes. Interestingly enough, AmI seems to be one pos-
sible way of dealing with some of the unaddressed challenges that result from
this rapid (and sometimes without control) technological change. One of these
challenges is the lack of contextual information of current online communication
tools, which are often regarded as cold and impersonal. Teachers and students,
that until recently communicated face-to-face, now do it over forums and text-
based chats, which makes communication far poorer. In [19], the authors depict
a non-invasive way of building contextual information about users of e-Learning
tools, that can compile important information for improving the decision-making
processes of teachers, namely concerning aspects such as the level of stress or
fatigue of students. To overcome similar issues, [17] developed virtual tutoring
anthropomorphic characters that provide guidance and motivation to the users
and give the feeling that users are being observed, followed and their actions
understood. To better accomplish this, the characters are enriched with contex-
tual behavioural models. On another example [2] detail an augmented desk, to
be used in the classroom, and improve the learning experience of the student. In
a more speciﬁc
Robotics
Robots were always part of the Artiﬁcial Intelligence imaginary. Traditionally,
each person, in a near future, would presumably have a robotic companion,
probably in a humanoid form, taking the role of a multi-faceted personal assistant
that would cater to all our needs. Research and technological evolution seem to
be pointing to other direction. Indeed, the most likely scenario is the one in
which an ecology of agents, generally our traditional appliances and hardware,
have communication capabilities and coordinate in order to service us, through
some kind of enabling middleware [13]. Robots, literally, can also be conceived
that behave similarly, sharing our environment and moving naturally through
it while providing their services [23]. A mixed scenario is also envisioned by
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researchers in which traditional appliances and robots, in the true sense of the
word, coordinate their eﬀorts in order to accomplish their goals and, in doing
so, implement AmI [22].
Health
The Healthcare sector is currently one of the technologically most advanced ones.
It thus comes as no surprise that many diﬀerent projects can be found in this
ﬁeld. Two main trends can be identiﬁed: the provision of healthcare services at
home and the support of healthcare in the hospital. In both scenarios, the main
aim is to decrease healthcare costs while making it more accessible, personal-
ized and available [21]. In the home scenario, most of the projects target the
support of the elderly, the so-called assisted living, to provide them with more
independence and quality of life [7]. In the healthcare institution, one can ﬁnd
projects to deal with very speciﬁc types of scenarios (e.g. Alzheimer patients
[11]) as well as more generic ones such as the use of discrete hidden Markov
models for classifying the activities of healthcare practitioners [24]. Concerning
the very particular case of mental disabilities, [26] presents a tool for the assess-
ment of cognitive skills of mentally disabled working people, which can be quite
important for improving disabled people's performance and self-esteem in their
workplaces.
Transportation
Given that we spend a signiﬁcant part of our lives travelling back and forth,
transportation is another ﬁeld in which the use of Ambient Intelligence could
translate into multiple advantages, as pointed out by [8]: (1) train stations,
buses, and cars can be equipped with technology that can provide fundamental
knowledge about how the system is performing; (2) identiﬁcation of potential
improvements by using the system more eﬀectively, that can result in the im-
provement of the experience of people; (3) GPS-based spatial location of public
transportation vehicles and services; (4) vehicle identiﬁcation and image process-
ing to make transport more ﬂuent and hence more eﬃcient and safe, or to detect
situations of interest in busy conditions [27], among many others. The coming
together of these and other technological evolutions could result in signiﬁcant
improvements in currently challenged transportation networks.
Emergency Services
Emergency services and their organization constitute a complex and critical ﬁeld
in which one can also ﬁnd applications for Ambient Intelligence. Here, the main
objectives are the provision of mission-critical knowledge in real-time and the
coordination of the diﬀerent actors, as addressed by the AMIRA project [4].
[16] further discuss the possibilities of AmI in emergency services, namely their
potential role in the rapid organization of virtual response teams as well as the
support for the communication and coordination of the members of such teams,
even in the cases in which they span diﬀerent countries.
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Culture
Ambient Intelligence is also being researched as a way of implementing better
access to sources of culture. An example of a project in a domestic environment
is GENIO, that besides other services provides the user with easy and intu-
itive access to music, videos and pictures, accessible through voice commands
"heard" by the system from a microphone worn by the user on the chest [15]. In
an outdoors example one can ﬁnd DALICA: a project that provided access to
information about geographically spread monuments in a geographical area in
Villa Adriana, Italy [9]. The users can visit the diﬀerent stone monuments and
automatically receive information on the smartphone as they approach them.
In the overall, AmI can make access to culture more intuitive, personalized and
automatized, making the whole experience more pleasant.
4 Conclusions
Ambient Intelligence has not grown as fast as initially expected. The natural
interfaces, always present and proactive assistants or the seamless experience
still seem far from reality. Several challenges have been pointed out that can
explain, at least in part, this delay. These include technological (mostly at the
level of integration), cultural, and safety and privacy-related challenges.
Interestingly enough, this does not prevent new ideas and new ﬁelds of appli-
cation from emerging. Indeed, we continue to see an increasing diversity of the
areas in which AmI would result in amazing advantages. These areas include,
as depicted in this paper, sensitive ones such as healthcare, transportation or
emergency services as well as more "traditional" ones such as education or home
assistants.
It seems rather contradictory that a ﬁeld with so many challenges still to be
addressed continues to expand, to grow in diﬀerent directions, most likely ﬁnding
additional new challenges. The truth is that this expansion cannot stop. The real
possibilities of AmI and the advantages of its application in so many ﬁelds are
what continues to push research forward. There is the need to show what can
actually be done once the challenges are overcome. Once these challenges are
overcome and the technology ﬁnally unravels as expected, what was once science
ﬁction will become reality, giving the feeling of a new technological evolution.
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